Saturday August 12th – 10:00a
Holmes Harbor Rod & Gun Club
3334 E Brooks Hill Road
Langley, WA

Plinker’s Picnic
All events will be restricted to 22 caliber rim-fire handguns. Any Sight allowed for all events

1) 15 yd William Tell … Any Sights – One Hand
Ten shots in two minutes – Sample target attached, print on 8.5x11 paper
Scoring
Stem = 10
Small Leaf = 9
Large Leaf = 8
Shine = 7
Apple = 5

Overlapping shots
count highest score,
i.e. 5 shots in one
ragged hole with any
part touching stem = 50 pts.
Any shot touching William = Zero score for target

2) 15 yd Speed Shoot;




Any Sights 10 shots scored as follows

NRA B3 target - 8 ¼ inch target (6-10) ; 3 inch black (9-10)
One point off for each 1/10 sec over 7 sec, Bonus point for every 1/10 under 7 sec
Start with gun low ready. Bonus only applies if all ten shots at least touch the outside ring.

3) 10 yd Falling Plate;

Any Sights. Timed event

Hit the stop plate last – 3 second penalty for any plate hit after stop plate. Start low ready.
Maximum 10 rounds in Magazine. Must hit all plates, reload as required. Fastest time wins

4) 10 - 20 yd Steel Target Single Elimination, Head to Head, Any Sights
Five steel targets (four plus common stop plate) Load ten & reload as required.
First shooter to hit stop plate advances. Start from low ready.

5) 15 yd Wheel of Fortune; 22 rim fire … Any Sights
Targets to be shot while wheel is moving. 15 second time limit
NRA TQ-3 5 3/4 inch target (5-10) ; 4 inch black (7-10)
Ten shots, but all hits in your target count. Feel free to help your neighbor!

Open to the Public, Prizes for each event.
Silver Coin for overall Match winner
Entry Fee $10. Any questions call Dave Shupe 206 251-6090

